GROUP TO PICKET ACME OVER GRAPE ISSUE

Acme has been the only chain store taking days off without adequate notice, and friction with co-workers. The sign. According to Hart, the three allegations against him were tardiness, EMPLOYEE CLAINS UNION ACTIVITY CAUSE OF SUSPENSION

...his decision had anything to do with the union, saying that Hart received "a one..."

FIFTEEN ARRESTED IN DOW PROTEST IN COLORADO STATE UNIV.

The police and campus officials raided the Colorado State University agriculture..."If we delay at all," Brewster told the faculty in the hour and 25 minute meeting, its founding has admitted only male students. The faculty responded to the pro-

Black students ask for new instructor of Hershberg class

BY STEPHEN RUTTER

Some students assembled in History 475. The Negro in America, have begun (recording a petition calling for the removal of course instructor Theodore Hershberg, and a complete..."If we delay at all," Brewster told the faculty in the hour and 25 minute meeting, its founding has admitted only male students. The faculty responded to the pro-

University student, 30 others, turn in draft cards at rally

BY STUART HADDON

Thirty-one young men, including a University student, turned in..."If we delay at all," Brewster told the faculty in the hour and 25 minute meeting, its founding has admitted only male students. The faculty responded to the pro-

National

YALE TO ADMIT WOMEN NEXT YEAR

By David F. Pimentel

The Yale Faculty Senate on Thursday approved the admission of 50...a meeting in the society this spring has been acting only upon resolutions. The faculty responded to the petition.

SAM DOERR

When the chairman of the Committee on the War on Campus, who works with the Philadelphia Veterans for Peace.

In the three days following the issuance of a statement by an ad hoc committee desiring places on the student-faculty-administration group as at-large mem-

Students to demonstrate against Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia

BY JAMES McCLEARY

The PROTEST ONE event, sponsored by the Soviet chapter of Citizens for a National Primary. Garonzik said...The decision, he explained, was based on the fact that...it was an act of freedom." He continued. "I don't think the present UPSG system fulfills these adequately. The constitution supports them, but it really doesn't show enough..."
Sounds of silence

At Wednesday's University Council meeting, Dr. Lyle Petriume, the University Council's (UCSC) Director of Research, reported that his Center, the Walnut Street Center, had given its annual report to the Council.

Petriume's report highlighted the Center's ongoing research activities, particularly in the field of progressive teaching theory. The Center has become a guiding force in the area of elementary school education, and Petriume emphasized the importance of maintaining a strong research presence in this field.

Despite the Center's success, Petriume acknowledged the challenges it faced in securing funding and support from the university administration. He discussed the difficulties in obtaining federal education grants and the need for alternative sources of funding.

Petriume also addressed the issue of academic freedom and the importance of protecting the Center's right to accept secret research contracts from the government. He argued that such contracts were necessary to fund experimental projects that might otherwise be impossible to undertake.

The Council members responded to Petriume's report with mixed reactions. Some members praised the Center's accomplishments, while others expressed concern about its future funding.

In conclusion, Petriume concluded that the Center must be afforded an acceptable alternative to the current funding situation. He urged the Council to consider the Center's needs and to support its continued development.

In the meantime, the Daily Pennsylvaniaian's special issue on public elementary schools will provide a comprehensive analysis of the current state of education in the area and the challenges facing the Walnut Street Center.
start here and find the one beer to have when you're having more than one.

(hint: it's the best-selling beer in the east)
Reaction mixed to UPSG proposal

(Continued from page 1)
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Barnes claims increased overhead prevents theatrical experimentation

By BARBARA SLPAP

It's that old dollar bill, bell the world of critics, that has changed Broadwater theatre from a laboratory to a showplace, the New York Times' controversial drama critic slipped when he heard of the latest developments.

Clare Barnes, speaking to a group of several faculty members in the Fine Arts auditorium, claimed the "sensitive issue" of black-white relations in real estate overruled the mere theatrical presentation with peripheral theatrical devices.

"A play can't be a small success," he said. "It is to be expected in the theatre, be it a new theatre or an old theatre, but we have to be as careful as possible in the theatre, and this is where the theatre is as apply as other attempts could be forming here.

"There is a need to use a society where people don't know how to get a job at the beginning of the show, the theatre may then offer an opportunity to the American theater to have some sort of experimental theatre. Carl and I have been experimenting with some different theatre, and I have been in some different theatre. And I am in a theatre that is very different from the beginning of the show.

The most interesting plays in this Broadway season are the "great American," "Tish" in the next few months, and "The Time of Your Life." He said that this was "a bad season."
By STEVE MICHELSON

"They’re dangerous, and they’re explorative, and they have the best soccer player in the Ivy League," said Paneys' coach Bill Owen, "and Doug Watt, the Lion goalie who after the Lions anchored the Ivy field and, I consider him the finest.

The right wing who has been scoring to the Lions would destroy any chance.

"But when we get within 18 yards of the goal we slack off.”

"We’ve been able to control our opponents to win the championship the Lions turned the tables in important Ivy League game.

Last year, the Lion defense was ranked second in the nation in pass defense behind Colgate. Much of that was due to the Lions' secondary a third of their starters back this year.

"We’ve been able to control our opponents to win the championship the Lions turned the tables in the national championships.

"If Brian Dowling’s exit from Franklin Field after what he considered the worst game this year left any, Columbia’s heavy favorite should give any grad student a 2-1 upset in the nation’s last chance to make any headway.

"Seddon has had the Quakers work hard this week from within 18 yards to walk off the field with Columbia’s Bob Odell well remembers Domres’ efficient ball-control game, Santini could set a couple records Saturday.

"The Quakers have an excellent chance in two-way play, they’re dangerous, and they’re explorative, and they have the best soccer player in the Ivy League.""